
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING LABORATORY 
 

VI Semester: CSE (AI & ML) & DS 

Course Code Category Hours / Week Credits Maximum Marks 

ACAC15       Core 
L T P C CIA SEE Total 

1 0 2 2 30 70 100 

Contact Classes: 12 Tutorial Classes: Nil Practical Classes: 36 Total Classes:48 

  Prerequisite: Python Programming 

I. COURSE OVERVIEW: 

This course is study of computing systems that can process, understand, or communicate in human language.  The 

primary focus of the course will be on understanding various NLP tasks and algorithms for effectively solving these 

problems, and methods for evaluating their performance. This course is intended as a theoretical and 

methodological introduction to a the most widely used and effective current techniques, strategies and toolkits for 

natural language processing, with a primary focus on those available in the Python programming language. 

 

II. COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

The students will try to learn: 

I. The concepts and techniques of Natural language Processing for analyzing words based on Morphology and 

CORPUS.  

II. The mathematical foundations, probability theory with linguistic essentials such as syntactic and semantic 

analysis of text. 

III. The Statistical learning methods and cutting-edge research models from deep learning. 

 

III. COURSE OUTCOMES: 

After successful completion of the course, students should be able to: 

CO 1 Remember the knowledge of complex language behaviour in terms of phonetics, 

morphology etc 

Remember 

CO 2 Understand the semantics and pragmatics for text processing Understand 

CO 3 Apply the CORPUS linguistics to compile and analyze the texts based on 

digestive approach (Text Corpus Method) 

Apply 

CO 4 Understand various statistical approaches to machine translation for a given natural 

language 

Understand 

CO 5 Apply Part-of-speech (POS) tagging for a given natural language and suitable 

modeling technique based on the structure 

Apply 

CO 6 Apply the state of the art algorithms and techniques for text-based processing of 

natural language with respect to morphology 

Apply 

 

IV. SYLLABUS: 

Week – 1: TEXT PREPROCESSING IN PYTHON 
1) Write a program to do the following operations: 

Library: nltk, string, re 

a) Lowercase the text to reduce the size of the vocabulary of our text data 

b) Remove numbers or convert the numbers into their textual representations 

c) Remove punctuations so that we don’t have different forms of the same word. If we don’t remove the 

punctuation, then been. been, been! will be treated separately. 

d) Use the join and split function to remove all the white spaces in a string. 

 

Week – 2: REMOVE NUMBERS WITH INFLECT LIBRARY AND LEMMATIZATION 

a) Convert the numbers into words. This can be done by using the inflect library. 

b) Use the WordNetLemmatizer to get the lemmas of words and also need to provide a context for the 

lemmatization. So, that add part-of-speech as a parameter. 

 

Week – 3: PART OF SPEECH TAGGING AND CHUNKING 

a) Use part of speech tagging to mark a word to its part of speech tag based on its context in the data. It is also 



used to extract relationships between words. 

b) On top of Part of Speech tagging. It groups word into “chunks”, mainly of noun phrases. Chunking is done 

using regular expressions. 

 

Week–4: CONVERT TEXT TO SPEECH IN PYTHON AND NLP USING CATEGORIZED TEXT 

CORPUS. 

Library :pip install gTTS,  

from nltk.corpus import brown  

brown.categories() 

a) write a sample program that converts text to speech. 

b) A large number of text data, then one can categorize it to separate sections Using these two files(movie_pos.txt 

movie_neg.txt), and have two categories – pos and neg. 

 

Week – 5:TRAINING UNIGRAMTAGGERAND CUSTOMIZATION USING TAGGED CORPUS READER 

Libraries: 

from nltk.tag import UnigramTagger 

from nltk.corpus import treebank 

fromnltk.tokenize importSpaceTokenizer 

fromnltk.tokenize importLineTokenizer 

from nltk.corpus.reader import TaggedCorpusReader 

a) Training using first 1000 tagged sentences of the treebank corpus as data 

b) Using tagged corpus reader customizing word , sentence , and converting tags to a universal tagset. 

 

   Week – 6: COMBINING NGRAM TAGGERS 

Libraries:  

from nltk.tag import DefaultTagger  

from nltk.tag import BigramTagger   

from nltk.tag import TrigramTagger 

from tag_util import backoff_tagger 

from nltk.corpus import treebank  

a) Write a program by combining ngram taggers collectively using Unigram, Bigram and Trigram tagger. 

b) Write a program using backoff_tagger function for Unigram, Bigram and Trigram tagger and print proof as 

TRUE. 

 

  Week – 7: PEARSON’S CHI-SQUARE TEST 

Package: pip install scipy 

a)  Perform the test using a mathematical approach and then using Python’s SciPy module with statistical 

hypothesis is a test for independence between categorical variables. 

b)  Get the chi-square distribution and return the scalar numpy array by using this method. 

 

   Week – 8: PART OF SPEECH TAGGING WITH STOP WORDS USING NLTK 

Libraries: 

import nltk 

nltk.download() 

a) Write a program based on text that contain stop words like ‘the’, ‘is’, ‘are’. Stop words can be filtered from the 

text to be processed. There is no universal list of stop words in nlp research, however the nltk module contains 

a list of stop words. 

Hint: Update the stop word file depends on your language which one you are using. Here we are using english 

(stopwords.words(‘english’)). 

 

Week – 9: TEST LIST ELEMENT SIMILARITY 

a)  For the given a list, the task is to determine the list is K percent same i.e has element that is populated more than 

K % times using  two methods. 

i) Using collections.Counter  ii) Using dictionary and its values. 

 



  Week – 10:MARKOV MODEL PROCESS 

a) Find the probability of a state at a given time in a Markov chain. 

Hint: (use dynamic programming and depth-first search (DFS) to solve this problem, by taking the state and the 

time as the two DP variables. We can easily observe that the probability of going from state A to state B at time 

t is equal to the product of the probability of being at A at time t – 1 and the probability associated with the 

edge connecting A and B. Therefore the probability of being at B at time t is the sum of this quantity for all A 

adjacent to B) 

 

  Week – 11: WORD SIMILARITY USING SPACY AND IMGHDR MODULE 

a) Find word similarity: using context-sensitive tensors. 

b) Determine the type of an image in Python using imghdr. 

 

Week – 12: POS TAGGING 

a) Write a python program identifying words as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc. 
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